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Today’s talk:

• Tensions and possibilities of 
global education in 
multicultural contexts

• Where have we been?

• Where are we now?

• Where could we go?

• Ethical global issues pedagogy 
project with teachers in 
England, Finland and Sweden



Global Education: International responsibility
Millennium Development Goals (2015) →
Sustainable Development Goals (2030)

➢SDG#4 EDUCATION→quality

➢civic education

➢Importance of 4.7 to all the other SDGs

*Apply to all signatory nations!

“Rather than ‘transform our world’, the UN 
development agenda may “subtly reinforce 
the power dynamics that sustain the status 
quo in which underdevelopment, poverty, 
inequality, and exclusion emerged” (Telleria, 

2018, 1)



An Example from Practice

Student teacher Nicole’s Story: Toronto high school 

4

PHOTO OF A CHILD AS PART OF A 
CAMPAIGN TO RAISE MONEY TO 

END GLOBAL POVERTY



Research on Global Learning:

• superficial approaches can serve to 
step over complex ethical issues by 
focusing on awareness raising and 
fund raising 

• the materials and approaches can 
contribute to the unconscious 
reproduction of colonial systems of 
power 

*creating an ‘us’ who solve the 
problems and become global citizens 
and a ‘them’ who need the help and are 
problems to be solved
(e.g., Andreotti, 2011; Hutchings, 2011; Martin, 2011; Andreotti & 
Souza, 2012; Pashby, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2016; Widdows, 2014). 

Mikander (2016) study of Finnish and 
Swedish History, Geography, and Social 
Studies textbooks: 
• History: blame poverty on the 

colonised: independence too 
quickly 

• Geography: poverty an issue of the 
present, disregarding recent and 
long-term colonial history 

• Social Studies: depoliticised 
account, colonialism as necessary 
for wealth in ‘the West’; 
contemporary globalisation enables 
countries to develop. 





Global Citizenship Education and 
Multicultural Education

Mennä
asioiden
edelle?



Global education in Finland: 
Where have we been

Strong Basis: in curriculum (leader in Europe), 
support from Ministry of Ed and National 
Agency for Education, teacher education 
guidelines/materials, strong partnerships with 
NGOs. (Lehtomäki, & Rajala, 2020)

Strategy developed after the Global Education 
Network of Europe Review put a lot of 
attention into intercultural teacher education.

Emphasis on ethics in Global Education 
through the three Professors of Global 
Education in Oulu (Räsänen, Andreotti, 
Lehtomäki)



Multicultural Education: Where have we been

Multicultural/Intercultural Education (Dervin et al, 2012)

-not as established an area of expertise; historically not 
included in curriculum (Räsänen, 2005); 

-few specialists who visit Finland examine the state of 
multicultural education even though Finland is increasingly a 
country of immigration (Talib et al., 2009).



Global Education: Where are we now 
→Finnish Curriculum

Centring complexities + ethics

“It is now essentially 
admitted that development 
is uncertain. This being the 
case, the role of education is 
to teach learners to 
question things, build 
knowledge through 
interaction, open up a 
variety of views, deal with 
uncertainty, and act 
ethically” (FNBE, 2011, p. 9)

• Liisa Jääskeläinen (Finnish 
National Board of Education):

→project-based 
and short-term 
→depends on 
teachers’ interest 
(Lehtomäki, & Rajala, 
2020)

Global Education 
Research Group in 
Finland recently 
founded
(Lehtomäki, & Rajala, 
2020)



Multicultural education in 
Finland: Where are we now? 
(Dervin et al, 2012) 

The way forward in Finland → increasingly glocally-oriented 
multicultural education → roots in cultural-historical analysis and 
global ethics in terms of ethical engagement with the Other 
(Andreotti, 2007).

→ not to develop competences that turn them into a “typical Finn.” 

Aims → understanding plural meanings

*See also Nicholson et al. (2016); Pesonen (2015; 2016)

Current research to watch: ethical praxis in intercultural education 
and education of refugees (Kaukko) 



Where should we go? Critical multiculturalism
Culturally Responsive Pedagogy & The Role of the Teacher: 
Ontario Ministry of Education (2013)

Characteristic #1 Socio-cultural consciousness 

“Canadian research continues to affirm that 
‘membership in the white middle-class group affords 
individuals within this group certain privileges in 
society,’ while those outside of this group experience 
challenges (Dei, et al., 2000). This is because society is 
influenced by the norms established by the 
dominant group (Gay, 2002; Dei et al., 2000). Culturally 
responsive educators understand their position in 
our present social, historical and political context; 
through questioning their own attitudes, behaviours 
and beliefs, they come to terms with forms of 
discrimination which can affect the experiences of 
students and families in multiple ways” (p. 4)

http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/literacynumeracy/inspire/research/CBS_ResponsivePedagogy.pdf

http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/literacynumeracy/inspire/research/CBS_ResponsivePedagogy.pdf


Mobilise SDG 4.7 for ethical global citizenship education



Teaching for sustainable 
development through 
ethical global issues 
pedagogy: Participatory 
research with teachers 
in Finland, Sweden, and 
the UK

2018-2019
*Funded by the British 
Academy

with Louise Sund 

→ Presenting a tool to 
teachers

→ collecting and 
analysing data from 
teachers regarding their 
practice

→ producing a resource 
for teachers

How can teachers in 
northern Europe be 
better resourced to 
mainstream SDG 
4.7 into their 
secondary 
classrooms while 
addressing 
established 
critiques?

https://www2.mmu.ac.uk/esri/teacher-resource/
https://www2.mmu.ac.uk/media/mmuacuk/content/documents/education/final-mmu-report-ba-project-teaching-for-sustainable-development-through-ethical-global-issues-pedagogy.pdf


Tool: HEADS UP Check List (Andreotti, 2012: 2)



Tool: HEADS UP Check List (Andreotti, 2012: 2)

HEADSUP aims to “support people with 
the on-going wrestling with concepts 
and contexts, choices and implications, 
that we face every day as teachers and 
learners working towards deeper and 
more ethical ways of relating to others 
and to the world” (Andreotti, 2012, p. 3). 

Workshops (n=26):  
➢Sweden: Stockholm (n=9) 
➢Finland: Helsinki (n=7) 
➢England: Manchester, Birmingham, London (n=9)

Classroom visits and Resource piloting  (n=7): workshop 
volunteers who apply ideas in their classrooms



Identify awareness of and challenge patterns  -
the paradoxes we face in educational practices

IDEAS/ CONNECTIONS TO MY PRACTICE
*especially in regards to environmental issues

What might I continue/start/stop doing in my 
practice?

In my teaching, how can I raise inherited and taken-for-granted power 
relations? Do I identify mainstream discourses and marginalised 
perspectives/ norms and trends? (Hegemony)

In my teaching can we address that there are other logical ways of 
looking at the same issue, framed by different understandings of reality/ 
experiences of the world? (Ethnocentrism)

In my teaching, how can I avoid treating an issue as if it just happened 
now/out of context? How are today’s issues tied to on-going local and 
global trends/patterns/narratives? (Ahistoricism)

In my teaching, how can ensure we don’t treat issues as if they are 
politically neutral? Am I repeating what students already 
know/mainstream perspective? Who is framing the issue and who is 
responsible for addressing it? Who are the agents of change and what 
mechanisms for change are available? (Depoliticization)

How can my teaching pose the dynamic question- how can we take up 

good intentions to want to help others through generosity and altruism 

without reinforcing an us/them, saviour/victim relationship? 

(Salvationism)

How can my teaching seek to address people’s tendency to want a quick 
fix? How can teachers and learners grapple with the complexities, root 
causes, and lack of easy solutions? (Un-complicated solutions)

How can my teaching pose the dynamic question: we put aside our egos 
and self-interest? Are we open to being wrong, to not being the ones 
who know best? (Paternalism)

Pashby, K & Sund, L (forthcoming) A reflexive tool for teachers (based on Andreotti, 2012)

Contextualisation is as 
important as the event or 
issue to be studied. 
Contextualisations are the 
roots in which the issue is 
sustained

Take a more in depth look a 
current teaching material. 
They usually present the 
problem through Western/ 
Northern Europe mindset, 
perspective

Tanzania project in our 
school –easy solution? Feel-
good factor?

Find ways to show the 
complexity of the global 
world. Stop speaking about 
cultures without 
problematizing it



Classroom 
snapshots: 

England 
Geography 

Classes

→favellas in Brazil: complexifying 
multiple perspectives

Different perspectives (same person):

1.) appreciated the family networks and community support in the 
favela. 

2.) an opinion expressing deep concern about the violence. 

→pluralvocality of the issue and added complexity: “So, trying to 
get them to see that people can hold multiple perspectives of the 
same area”.

→using HEADSUP enabled discussions of 
race
“[They feel] we can’t really talk about some stereotypes and pick 
them apart because that means we have that stereotype, so it’s 
about being uninhibited in a way while still taking full 
responsibility for our own opinions. […] [Using HEADSUP, the 
students are] definitely willing, they want to pick this apart, and 
they want to share it.”



Classroom snap shot: Finland. *making mainstream perspective evident



Classroom snapshot: Finland 
*reflexivity and multiply positioned perspective assisted 
by NGO resource



Some key findings:
• Teachers both strategic and uneasy in discussing 

colonialism and racism  

• Some used HEADSUP as a catalyst to dig more deeply

• Some took ethnocentrism, hegemony, and 
uncomplicated solutions, avoided paternalism and 
salvationism

• Wider political contexts shape our classroom

• IMPORTANCE OF RACE IN CLASSROOM CONTEXT

• Importance of recognising the mainstream and 
dominant perspectives and experiences = not 
balancing act

• More resourcing needed

• While there are some significant challenges evident, 
several teachers deepened their approach and produced 
a teacher resource.



Teaching for Sustainable Development Through Ethical Global Issues 
Pedagogy: Teaching resource

https://www.mmu.ac.uk/media/mmuacuk/content/documents/esri/projects/teacher-resource-project/Ethical-Global-Issues-English.pdf


Towards ethical global citizenship education and critical multiculturalism:  
Where are we now, and where should we go from here?: 

“a global citizenship education of ‘bringing the world into our classrooms’ forgets 
that our classrooms are always already in this world” (Taylor, 2012, p. 177).


